EPISODE 202: “OUT-CASTED” – PART 2

ARAWAK, NIGHT 3
The twists don’t stop with the out-casting of Bob Dawg and Cindy. The out-casts are
about to find out what other perks come with the job.
Brianna – CONFESSIONAL - Yay Cindy is gone, but it sucks she gets a free ride to the merge. She
doesn't deserve it. Oh well. We lost and I think its pretty much Brandon's fault. He still hasn't
spoken to me. I don't care if he doesn't have time that isn't my problem. He needs to go.
Jeff Probst - Okay, just know before that I'm 100% serious about taking you out... you've been
rightfully voted off and are here as a privilege so don't take advantage of that.
You are the sole possessor of the Hidden Immunity Idol. But as you witnessed firsthand,
everything comes with a catch. You obviously won’t need that HII until merger. Once Merger

comes you must forfeit the idol to a person of your choice. It can be anyone you want from either
Arawak or Caquetios, who almost unanimously didn't want you.
However, along with not telling anyone that you have the Idol to give away, once you do give it
away, no one is to know whom you gave it to, nor that an idol even exists. So while you are not
valuable voting wise, or challenge wise, you will be able to help out an ally in the merger.
Again, you are not to tell anyone that this idol exists, or who you are giving it to. Meaning, it
cannot be used as a bargaining tool. When you give it away, the person you give it to is the only
person that must know of its existence unless that person decides to share it with anyone else.
Bob Dawg - I'm glad to be rejected, as it forced my comrdes to show their thrue intentions. Arawak
is a much more serious tribe, and more susceptible to my kind of stratagy, but I have to say, it
was very curious to be booted. Slightly overwhelming, but I've faced much worse considering how
I grew up

Despite losing the challenge, Arawak is excited to meet their newest member, Bob
Dawg.
Brandon – CONFESSIONAL - We had an unusual twist in that we lost Cindy but gained Bob Dawg.
Most of the tribe was in agreement about Cindy. We're trying to get to know Bob Dawg. However,
newcomers to the tribe have to work twice as hard in order to stay in the game, especially with
another tribal looming. I was almost in a panic during the challenge. I could not convert the html
images into gif images so I could post them on our dedicated puzzle forum page. I was so glad
when I was able to convert them. Unfortunately, my WiFi connection was down and I had to use a
dial-up back-up. I know what my strategy will be for this vote, and I think our newcomer, Mr. Bob
Dawg, will be dropping his deuces in the Loser Lodge toilet and draining the bar of Jack Daniels.
Jamie - HEY BOB DAWG! Pleasure to meet ya!
Bob Dawg - Pleasures all mine, I really wanted to be on your tribe
Jamie - U did? LOL. I am sure Cindy is shocked. Did u like your old tribe?
Bob Dawg - yeah its alot of fun, I knew I was going. The people over there put more emphasis on
our respective characters then the person behind it, you dig?
Jamie – CONFESSIONAL - WOW! What a turn in today's events. Cindy was sent over to the other
tribe. I actually kinda liked her.
The twist in the game sends strategy reeling as the members of Arawak attempt to
recover.
Jamie - Hey Morgan! How are you? WOW! Cindy's gone. LOL. Anyway, I just wanted to know where
your thoughts were about the vote? I mean, I'm worried that I missed some of the challenge
today...Anything?
Morgan - Well, I'll fill you in. everyone hated Cindy haha. and She made some ridculous comment
that, we were voting you and Gary out next which is inafact most untrue. You wont be going
haha. over my dead body.

Jamie - LOL. I had no idea about Cindy. But she's safe until the merge and will be looking for
blood.
After hearing that he was a potential target from Shane via Cindy at the challenge, Gary
is on the defensive.
Judd – CONFESSIONAL - Brandon cost us that challenge, straight-up. I don't know what planet he
was on or how the hell he managed to forget how to post images in the span of a couple hours,
but he did, and waiting for him cost us the seconds we needed to pull out a victory. Then add in
the fact that it's just damn near impossible to talk to the guy, and you've got a guranteed boot
tomorrow. I mean, he knows he's dead, I'm trying to use his vote for some mayhem tomorrow
night, and he's still giving me nothing. It's ridiculous. He's here to play Survivor, yet with the way
he's going, it's like he wants to play Wheel of Fortune or some shit like that. Jesus.
Gary - so you wanna tell me whats up cause it doesn't seem so far fetched
Judd - Morgan threw up an alliance idea with you, me, her, and Jamie before the Cindy boot, with
Cindy as our first target. Obviously we're past the whole Cindy thing (I didn't expect her to
actually get voted off so soon, but once the votes started coming in, I figured I might as well
follow that), but it sounds like a decent alliance to pursue given that Brandon cost us that
challenge and his lack of connections with anyone really makes him a detriment to us in
upcoming challenges. I don't know where Brianna stands, but for the good of the tribe, I think
Brandon would have to be the next vote no matter what.
Gary - I'll get back to ya brutha
Judd - Alright, just keep me informed. If you want to do things a little differently, I'm open to
suggestions. I just want to keep us going strong for now.
Gary - not to be a jerk but I don't think that voting me out would be keeping "us" strong
Judd - Say what? Of course it wouldn't! You rocked that challenge for us, and I have no intention of
voting against you. We had a deal, and I'm keeping you informed with the goings-ons. If you're
talking to Brianna, she's already scrambling because she lost Cindy, so she'll start making shit up.
And if you're talking about Cindy's little alliance supposition, she was way off-base; you really
think I'd be in an alliance with Brandon? Dude, come on. We're not idiots. Voting you out would
be suicide. Morgan and I are being straight with you with this alliance plan (at least, as far as I
know, Morgan's not lying to me about it either).
Gary - I've been with ya from the start Judd-ster. I'll be happy to hang with you & Morgan but I
think we need a better option for a fourth
Judd - Hey, don't feel bad about the challenge tonight. We all lost that because were all just a
little too slow, so it wasn't your fault. Gary kicked my ass anyway, after all. I don't know what
people are thinking about the vote tonight, but if you want to talk something out, just give me a
heads-up, because Cindy managed to stir up plenty of shit with her departure.
Brandon - No shit, Judd. Regarding the vote, I was thinking about showing our new tribe member,
Bob Dawg, the way to the outhouse in Loser Lodge. What do you think?
Judd - We can't vote him out. He's safe until the merge, and he can't vote or perform in challenges.
Believe me, that'd be our first move if he could be voted out, but he's sticking around, so it's got
to be one of our own.
Brandon - I just realized that. I'm sorry. This is going to be a tough decision.

After the realization that Bob Dawg cannot be voted off, Arawak begins to target their
third casualty as a tribe. After having voted for Jamie in the Reward Challenge, Gary feels a bit
uneasy about his position in the tribe.
Gary - sorry I voted for ya dude, we just haven't talked much and no one was doing anything
so I threw it out there, no hard feelings
Jamie - No hard feelings whatsoever dude! I wish we could talk more but we aren't really on
together that much.
Gary - fair enough pal, we'll have to work on that
Jamie - Agreed completely. I wonder what that was about me and you going next? Shane said it?
Gary - Shane said Cindy told him that. Whatever, I guess we'll see
Gary - by the sounds of it, I might have some worrying to do what are your thoughts?
Rafe - I think you'll be okay. In the RC, I was pretty much just waiting for someone else to make
the first vote. But then you voted for Jamie, and I'd been chatting with him a bit and didn't want
him to get booted, so then when other people voted Cindy, I just went with them. I've only
talked to a couple people so far, but I haven't heard your name get mentioned as a potential
boot.
After weighing his options, and feeling vulnerable from the Reward Challenge, Gary
takes Morgan up on her offer. However, he has some reservations.
Gary - You and Judd are cool, and I enjoy hangin' with ya. I'm curious as to why you guys chose
Jamie, why not Rafe? or Brianna? or Brandon?
Morgan - I dunno that was kinda just a throw up in the air. But Judd wants Rafe and i love Rafe so
i'd choose him and Brianna gosh its hard though xD But i love you and Judd the bestest
Meanwhile, Brianna’s motives are called into question.
Rafe – CONFESSIONAL - I feel pretty good about my alliance right now, and as far as I know everyone's
voting Brandon tonight. As far as how others percieve my worth, who the hell knows. Probably my
biggest issue with these online games is that it's so much harder to know what people are thinking
when you can't even see them, so I just have to trust the people that I'm alligned with and hope they
aren't playing me.
Rafe - That was certainly interesting. I think it's safe to say that Brianna and Morgan have
something going on? Obviously they were talking a bit to Cindy, since when she got switched
Brianna made a comment about her being "Ms Flip Flop". Have you had a chance to chat with
them at all?
Judd - Yeah, I think Brianna was close to Cindy (I'm kind of speculating, but it seems very likely),
but Morgan seemed pretty pissed at her ever since TC, and led the charge to get Cindy gone, so I
don't think they were ever that tight. Now Morgan wants an alliance with you, me, her, Jamie,
and Gary, I guess just to ensure Brandon goes home (which makes sense since he cost us that
challenge and has bonds with no one - he's just a big liability and we can't afford to keep losing)
and to ensure Brianna doesn't scramble to find a new footing. I think it sounds okay, given that
Brandon kind of needs to be the next boot for the good of the tribe, and I think you, me, and
Jamie could kind of have some power in that group.
Rafe - I can't really say I blame Morgan, I probably wouldn't have been too thrilled about myself.
Gary seems to think he may be in trouble, so it should be pretty easy to pull him in.

Jamie - Brianna was with Cindy. Without a doubt. I think she voted for her just to fit in with the
crowd. Anyway, Cindy is safe until the merge. She'll be out for blood. I'd go for it! Certainly. As
long as it's not me. So, where does Brianna fit in all this exactly?
Judd - Yeah, that was the vibe I got. I have no idea where Brianna stands. I guess it comes down to
what she brings to the tribe over the next few days, because we just can't lose any more of these
damn challenges. I'm willing to take her in if she breaks ties with Cindy, but I dunno.
After clearing the air on some major issues, the tribe then changes focus onto their new
tribe mate Bobby.
Jamie - is your tribe really active?
Bob Dawg - this is my first online game, and I thought there would be people pm me to discuss
strategy, but they just thought I’m Bobdawg, but I have more to me. My tribe was active the first
night, but then it just kind of faltered
Jamie - Really? Our tribe isn't that active either. Who are you closest with form that tribe?
Bob Dawg - Misty is playing a big game, I pmed with her the most, and Cirie cuz she didnt vote for
me, although that may show shes out of the loop like I was
Jamie - Misty is? Well, apparently Cindy was playing a big game too which is why they all voted for
her.
Bob Dawg - what did she do to make you think that?
Jamie - She played a big game. I liked her, but I guess the others didn't. Well, she was very blunt,
told who she was going to vote out, and tried to get us to vote that way as well.
Bob Dawg - they hid alot of things from me
Bob Dawg – CONFESSIONAL - The dark side of my mightieness is building in me. I have no
premium liquor, or more importaantly, Jack Danials. Jacks welcome to anyone meeting on te
royal order of mightieness, with I as charter member and majority shareholder, along with my
gramps(a hell of a man, a hell of a drinker), my boyz back home, and the corpse of Robert
Heinlein. I'm building in strength, hiding out, exiles, banished, like Darth Sidious. Although the
dark side is strong in me, love can light the stars. Love of my own ass. These folk have noone
idea whats coming

CAQUETIOS, NIGHT 3
Caquetios is not as tame as Arawak was. A member of the 5 person alliance betrayed
one of their own. Cirie voted against Terry with Bob Dawg at the Reward Challenge. Thinking he
was in total control, Terry is appalled that someone voted against him, an ally no less, and
suddenly becomes very paranoid about his position.
Terry - Why did Cirie vote for me? This game is completely nuts. Thank god you're there, Shane.
And Danielle too.
Shane - WHY DID CIRIE VOTE FOR U?
Danielle - That was way too close for comfort. And way too much pressure on our alliance. Thank
God Bobby thinks it has something to do with Misty. Why did Cirie vote for you?

Oblivious to the bombshell that was just dropped on the alliance of 5 (Terry, Danielle,
Shane, Cirie, and Melinda), Courtney is ecstatic that they won another Immunity Challenge.
Courtney - Good job girl! We won again!!!
Misty - I know. Thank fucking god. We can't afford to lose anyone at this point. Good thing we have
Terry.
Courtney - Yea. Can you believe wat happened today tho?!
Misty - I know.Crazy. We need to talk to Cindy and say hi.
Courtney - Great job today Terry! We won again!!!
Terry - I know! I'm thrilled… Why did Cirie vote for me though? What's going on?
Courtney - I have no idea! I was really surprised she did that. Maybe she was confused like me on
what was going on tho. I didn't really understand what we were supposed to do.
Terry - Cirie voted for me to LEAVE this game.
Courtney - Yea now I know! Like what the heck? Do you think she did that on purpose? ...At least
Bobby won't hate her. I think he must hate all of us tho...
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - Okay so there was some interesting stuff that happened before the
challenge but things got crazy. Big crazy twist that screwed up my plans. I sort of thought Bobby
would not be eliminated but I had to go with the majority. I was tempted to vote against Terry
since the opportunity was there and he seems like a strong player. Cirie is really out there now. I
liked her at the beginning but not anymore. She doesn't really keep in touch with me well and
she seems really strategic and knows what is going on. I think the hosts made me Courtney
because I was so crazy in my last game so Cirie is probably really strategic. I don't trust anyone
on my tribe. Misty talks to me the most but even as Bobby said she talks to everyone a lot My
plans got screwed up. I was hoping for a swap and then I was going to change sides. Now that
Bobby and Cindy are involved though I am not sure what to do. I do not know if I should try
allying with Cindy or not. She could betray me and probably a lot of people are talking to her. I
do not trust Shane at all. He is acting like he does not know what is going on but he does. I think
Melinda and Aras are also in control or something because they are not around but seem very
comfortable with things... So far I have not one alliance so I am very concerned. People are
telling me stuff tho so at least hopefully I am okay for a little while. I want to try play as clean as
I can for now...
Terry reaches out for support from someone else who was pinpointed at the challenge.
Terry - So apparently, you're the mastermind, huh? lol...
Misty - That came out from nowhere. I barely even spoke to him. So I have a target on me now.
Great. By the way, you're a rock star.
Terry - I like you more than a lot of people on this tribe, sweetie. You got no target from me,
that's for sure.
Misty - Cool. Thanks. It's a good thing we checked before even going to the challenge. Did you have
a feeling something like that was going to happen?
Terry - You mean the twist? Or Cirie voting for me? I didn't expect any of that, that's for sure.
Anyway. I'm just a little shocked. But I'll get over it.
Cirie returns and has some serious back-peddling to do; but can she pull it off, or is it
too little too late?

Terry - Cirie...I'm shocked.
Cirie - Hey Terry! I hope this doesn't hurt your trust with me. I was scared that we were going to
reveal our alliance of five right there to the other tribe and I was concerned that the host would
just flat-out give Bobby immunity. So, I voted for the person that was LEAST likely to be voted
off. That's not bullshit. That's the honest truth. Plus, we mentioned that we would play up
eachother's animosity in front of the other tribe. I'm sorry, but if I thought the vote was of any
actual consequence, I would never have voted for you. Talk to the other members of our tribe. I
haven't once mentioned you as a target.
Terry - You understand that you had my heart pumping there for a while? You shouldn't assume
what's gonna happen! Obviously, something bad was gonna happen to me. And you wouldn't have
exposed our alliance, Cirie. Everybody wanted Bobby out. Everybody. Now it's fucking hell in
here.
Terry – CONFESSIONAL - I know Bobby's vote was just because Cirie voted that way...that fool
had no plan all along. Or maybe I'm wrong and he's with Cirie?? Black alliance much? I think Cirie's
reasons are bullshit. In a sense, I kinda believe some of her reasons....but her "I wanted to vote
for the player LEAST LIKELY to get voted out !! " BULLSHIT, dude. Do you really think I'm that
stupid? That was way too risky of a move and you suck ass.
Cirie – CONFESSIONAL - Look, I’m going to be real and put this all on the table. I’m sure that
there are a lot of armchair quarterbacks that think I made the stupidest move in Survivor
history.( I’m sure they’re throwing their television remotes at me as we speak.) I mean… I
deliberately went against my tribe in a vote and I probably harmed my credibility in the process.
But, I made the strategic decision in hopes of improving my placement and the tribe’s security.
I’m a modest person, but let’s talk about my favorite subject… me! The other tribe can’t assume
that we’re a unified force thanks to me. Bob Dawg might actually consider coming back to us in
the merge thanks to me. The outsiders have been thrown off the tracks of an alliance thanks to
me. I like to play a wild and dangerous game. That’s how I roll, baby! Will that attitude help me
out? I guess we’ll have to wait and see…
Shane - WHY DID U VOTE FOR TERRY? WE ARE IN AN ALLIANCE WITH HIM!
Cirie - Yeah, but the other tribe doesn't need to know that. I felt Bob was going to be voted out,
but I didn't want to give away the alliance. I hope it doesn't screw me over.
Now, I need to
drive for two hours and I'll be away from camp. If you can do some damage control, it would be
appreciated.
Shane - SHANE WILL SEE WHAT HE CAN DO, BUT EVERYONE IS PISSED!
Shane sends Danielle, his best ally on the tribe, the explanation from Cirie.
Danielle - Believe her? I don't talk to her that often so I really don't know.
Shane - WELL WE ARE ALLIANCED WITH HER, AND IF WE WERE TO TURN AGAIST HER, SHE WOULD
EXPOSE OUT ALLIANCE TO EVERYONE. WE HAVE TO KEEP HER WITH US. MISTY SHOULD STILL BE
NEXT I THINK.
Danielle - Yeah, Misty next for sure. Then Courtney or Aras? I have no preference out of those two.
Terry - Tell me what people are saying to you, I'm lonely over here.
Lots of unexpected chaos
tonight. Wow. Shane's telling me Cirie says she wanted to vote for the person least likely to be

voted out or something. I kinda believe her, but it's a very risky move. Anyway, we still need her
right now so it's all good.
Danielle - I'm thinking if Cirie wanted to destroy the alliance she would have just called us out
right there on CB. But who knows, Bobby blames Misty, it's all good. We just get rid of Misty next,
then Courtney or Aras, I don't care which one goes first. And do you know what to do about
Cindy, cause I sure can't think of anything?
Terry - Why would Cirie want to destroy the alliance?...Everything was perfectly set up. Yeah I say
we get rid of Misty next too. Remember now, we're only 8 people who can vote. Cindy can't. And
she can't for a longgggg time. So whatever we do, we at least got 3 votes (you me Shane)...and
then we'd need 1 more for a tie, 2 more for majority. If Cirie and Melinda (where is she?) still
stick with us, it should all be good. But there's some obvious damage control to be done !
Danielle - I believe Cirie is still loyal. It would be nice if Melinda came here once in a while so we
could talk. And the problem with this next vote is that Courtney will not vote Misty out, so we're
all going to have to agree to a story to feed Misty and Courtney when they come a 'knockin. I say
we get them to vote Aras and then just have Misty get taken by surprise. Then, the next week,
we can just tell Aras Courtney voted for him and he'll join us voting her out.
Danielle – CONFESSIONAL - Terry, Shane, Cirie and Melinda are in my alliance. I feel closest to
Shane and Terry. I have a final 2 pact with Terry, but I also really like Shane and I want to take
him far. The core 3 in our alliance is Terry and Shane and myself. Then we have 2 "attachments"
who are Cirie and Melinda. I feel like I am in a leadership role in my alliance. I feel like if I want
my alliance to do something, I can usually get it to happen. Cirie and Melinda are pretty passive
when it comes to making decisions, so usually Terry and I have to step up and make the choices.
It's really only an educated guess that Courtney, Aras and Misty are in an alliance, but I'm pretty
sure they are. Courtney and Misty were trying to get me to join an alliance, separately mind you,
but I'm sure they have aligned by now. When we tried to throw the idea of getting rid of Aras by
Misty, she made up a crap excuse about giving him a chance or something. Yeah, alliance right
there. I have no idea, I think they'll target either Terry or Melinda. It doesn't matter though, at
this point it's a 5-3 vote, Misty leaves and it doesn't matter who they voted for.
Cindy arrives after being voted off and becoming immune until the merger. She is then
informed of the second layer to the twist, which gives her a Hidden Immunity Idol to give to one
other castaway in the merger. The other tribe mates are unaware of her power.
Terry - Welcome to our tribe. Feel free to browse our many crazy threads.
Cindy - I'm so happy that them voting me out blew right back up into their faces!!!
It'll kill
them to know that I may very well last longer than their dumb asses. Poor Gary and Jamie are
probably screwed though.
Jamie was nice.
Terry - Yeah I hope they call pull off something! We all hate Morgan and Judd over here...so you're
VERY welcome if you do too
Sensing she was on the outs, Misty takes this opportunity to make an ally in Cindy. And
Cindy is up to her old tricks again.
Cindy – CONFESSIONAL - I LOVE the twist. My old tribe kind of sucked, so I'm completely happy
that something like this happened. I also hit the lottery with this immunity thing. I'm so happy
that I was found out!!!! Bye bye Arawak bitches!!!! My strategy has completely changed. I'm NOT

going to approach anyone about an alliance. I'm just going to sit back and have people come to
me, if they want to.
Misty - Hey, Cindy. So what the hell happened over there?
Cindy - Over at Arawak??? All you have to know is that Brianna, Morgan, and Judd are pieces of
shit.....and liars too. Do you know when the merge will take place? How many people will be
left?
Misty - Unfortunately you know as much as we do when it comes to the merge and anything that's
coming up. The thing is that you're safe until then so you've got a free ride. I'm guessing you're
really popular with everyone about now?
Cindy - Those twats at Arawak were so stupid!!!!! I was NOT the threat over there, at all!
Misty - So what was their reasoning? So the alliance formed against you and then something
happened at tribal?
Cindy - What happened...... I basically told Morgan that she'd be sticking around because it
appeared as though Shane and her were already enemies. She'd be sticking around because
people would know that she was Shane's target, instead of themselves. So, she'd be a shield for
other people. I only said this because I knew that I had nothing to lose. Rafe accidentally sent a
pm to me that was meant for Judd, regarding voting me out next. If only they knew that I was
actually voting out Jamie next. (A person that isn't in their alliance, and believe me, there is a
strong one.)
Misty - Wow. That had to suck. That's what happens when people get paranoid and jump the gun to
make enemies.
Cindy - Anyway, you me for an alliance?? haha, j/k. I know that I'm wasteful for the next couple of
weeks.
Misty - Not at all. We can still talk for now and keep each other updated about what's going on.
You'll be safe no matter what but I can imagine the point of making you immune is so that you
can do and say whatever you wanted here.
Cindy - I'm just a little worried about what that one guy said about you. He did say not to trust
you. Is he just pissed or what?
Misty - Bobby? That literally came out from nowhere. Honestly, I never said anything to him besides
trying to make conversation and that's it.
Cindy - Good to know that. I mean, what else do I have but to believe in what you guys are saying?
haha, I'll believe it though.
While Misty takes advantage of the situation and becomes friends with Cindy, the others
are hesitant.
Danielle - I don't know what to do with Cindy.
Cirie - You're right... I'm not sure how to deal with Cindy either.
It's difficult, because she's
guaranteed a spot in the final ten. We don't really need her vote if we stay five strong, but it's
probably best to stay friendly with her. She seems to be a sweet girl, though. And I think she's
telling the truth about the other tribe.
Danielle - That's what I thought. And I thought maybe we (or at least one of us) should get to her
before Misty.
Misty’s name continues to be dragged through the mud as her target grows larger.

Terry - What's the mood with the other ppl in Caquetios? Do you have anything to report?? I do : I
hate Misty.
Shane - YES I THINK WE ALL HATE MISTY, ITS FUNNY HOW THE OTHER TRIBE FIGURED SHE WAS
GOING SOON.
Terry - I'm so glad Misty is probably gonna be our first official boot. Although we're pissed at Cirie,
Melinda did pull through by voting for Bobby tonight. So that's good.
Shane - AGREED THIS ALLAINCE OF SHANE-TERRY -DANIELLE IS WORKING GREAT, AND SHANE LOVES
WORKING WITH THE BOTH OF U. OUR MINDS THINK ALIKE TERRY, THAT MAY SCARE U
CONSIDERING IM A NUTS!LOL
Terry - Haha

Dude, you're nuts, but in a good way. Misty's nuts in a crazy retarded fake way.

Which one do you want to be?
So ,what's Misty saying to you? (only one left online)
Shane - HONESTALY, THE ONLY THING SHE SAID TO ME WAS CONGRATS AFTER THE CHALLENGE AND
THATS IT. SHE HASNT SPOKEN TO ME SINCE. WHAT ABOUT U? THIS IS WHY I WANT HER GONE,
ALWAYS THERE, ALWAYS SNIFFING, BUT NEVER SPEAKING.
Terry - Exactly!! EXACTLY. THAT'S why she needs to go. She has only been sniffing so far. Actual
quotes for my buddy Shane : About Cirie : "So what did she say about it? Talked to her about it
yet?" About voting for Bobby : "Cool. Thanks. It's a good thing we checked before even going to
the challenge. Did you have a feeling something like that was going to happen?" Always asking her
not-subtle-at-all questions....UGH...
Terry then shares with Shane a story he made up involving Misty in which she is depicted
as a whore.
Shane - LMFAO THAT WAS GREAT. OMG LOL. U PORTRAYED MISTY EXATCLY HOW IT REALLY IS!
Terry - I'm glad you liked it!

We should send this to Dani whenever she's on too.

Terry – CONFESSIONAL - Shane and Danielle keep reading my mind. I couldn't ask for better
alliance partners. It's like my wish for Misty to be the second boot actually got in their brains. I
think I started the whole "Misty's a whore " thing. In the early pms between Shane and I, we both
agreed that Misty keeps sniffing everyone in her pms to everyone and that she's trying too hard to
find cracks.

CAQUETIOS, DAY 4
Misty makes a play for Cirie.
Cirie - Hey! I'm done with the loooong drive. What's going on?
Misty - Well, first off, I wish I had seen you before the challenge. I think I know why you voted for
Terry. I've had my suspicions about what's been going on and I've been slowly figuring things out
over the last couple of days. I'm guessing you have been as well.
Cirie - What are you thinking? I just wrote this explanation to Courtney...
"When I read the instructions for the reward challenged, I assumed that we weren’t actually
voting someone out. Obviously, it didn’t play out that way, but I honestly didn’t vote based on
who I wanted to be eliminated. (We’re all survivor fans and it would be absolutely stupid for me
to place a stray vote with that intent!) I didn’t want the other tribe to think that we were a
dominating, unified force. The only real reason that I voted for Terry was that I wanted to

continue the charade that we were at odds. In the first challenge, I accidentally called Terry out
for making the tribe’s decision and we discussed maintaining that ruse in future challenges. I was
assuming that Terry would catch on and vote for me… But, he didn’t and I feel terrible. If you
can help me out and do some damage control, I would appreciate it! "
Misty - I was thinking that it wouldn't be good to split things up too much because I was concerned
that if we did that, it would make things unstable over here and make people feel that they were
being left out of things. The problem was that there was no discussion. If we had a chance
beforehand, perhaps it would have been easier to set things up like you described. What I was
thinking mainly was that based on what you said last night, you suspected there were alliances
going on, which I do as well, and based on the behavior of people so far, I think that we need to
watch out for certain people while keeping everyone together.
Cirie - Oh-oh! Who do you think is in the alliance? And are we outnumbered?
Misty - I think there's an alliance but I'm not sure how many people are in it. That's the problem.
Cirie - Well, if tonight was any indication, I'm waaaaaaaaaay out of the loop with this stuff. I've
been friendly towards everyone, but it just sounded like there was an 8-man alliance against Bob
Dawg.
Is there anyone for sure in an alliance?
Misty - Well, no one had a good impression of Bob Dawg to start with. Danielle brought it up
yesterday and then Terry brought it up today so it's possible they had talked about it before.
Targeting Bobby was probably the simplest way of keeping everyone together. Of course the
concern now is what's going to happen after that if we have to go to tribal. And don't worry. I
don't think you're out of the loop at all. As long as we keep friendly with everyone I think we
should be okay.
Cirie - So, you think that Danielle and Terry are working together?
Misty - If they are, I don't know how strong it is. So what are your thoughts on the stuff that's going
on? Anyone you feel are working together?
Cirie - To be honest, I was suspecting that you, Courtney, and Danielle were working together. You
guys seem to be friendly towards one another and it just seemed like a natural fit. (I don't really
have a problem with that, since I adore all three of you).
Misty – CONFESSIONAL - Cirie continued to do the same song and dance about not being in the
loop which is getting annoying. I kept talking to Courtney so we filled each other in on what she
was telling both of us. Basically, it boiled down to us wanting to keep me, her, Courtney, Terry
and Danielle together with Shane. At which point the board went down so we had to stop there.
With both Cirie and Terry pointing at Danielle to make her look like the one pushing for the
boots, it's obvious that Cirie and Terry are working together with Danielle and Shane as tagalongs
in their alliance of four. They regard me and Courtney as a pair unfortunately but it seems they
are willing to string us along for the time being.
Cirie – CONFESSIONAL - I have been considering every option in my head. Ultimately, I think that
it would be too costly to vote against a member of my own alliance. I really don’t want to
contend with bitter people right now and I’m on thin ice anyway. I will say this… Misty is making
some interesting arguments. I assumed that she had close ties with Danielle and as a result, she
needed to be targeted as a threat to the alliance. But she’s apparently more dependent on me
and Terry! Surprise, surprise! If we were to vote Misty out, we might actually fracture the tribe a
lot more than voting someone out… Oh, like Aras.
Ever the opportunist, Cirie uses this to her advantage to gain favor with Terry and put
the target even further onto Misty.

Terry - What are you talking about with Misty?
Cirie - Actually, something a little more interested. She wrote to me and said that she knew why I
voted for you and that we needed to talk. When I asked her what's up, she told me that she
thought that her and I were outside of an alliance.

Voting for you might actually work out for

the alliance's benefit.
Terry - I did hear Misty's name as a second boot. She sniffs out in every pm she sends, and notice
how she's always asking not-subtle-at-all questions about everything. It's kind of annoying after a
while, don't you think? You just know she tells everything back to Courtney and/or Aras.
Cirie - Yeah, I think you and I were the first to pick up on it. Right now, I don't have a problem
voting her out. She's trying to figure out and break up any big alliance... considering that we are
the big alliance, that shouldn't bode well for us.
Terry - Exactly, you read my mind. Since we're just 8 right now (Cindy can't vote) we need 4 for a
tie, 5 for majority. So we're good

So if I had to vote right now, it'd be for Misty.

The five person alliance is no longer subtle about their disdain for Misty.
Terry - Misty is once again very subtle (not). So we now know she's with Aras. We may need to get
her to vote Melinda out (and obviously tell Melinda about it...) cause I got a feeling she wouldn't
want to vote Courtney out either... *cough*alliancewithhertoo*cough* So there you go.
Shane - WOW THANKS TERRY, I HATE HATE HATE FUCKING HATE HOW SUBTLE SHE IS AND DOING
THIS AND ITS PISSING SHANE OFF. I AGREE WE WILL HAVE TO TELL HER THAT THE TRIBE IS
VOTING ONE WAY, BUT I THINK THE THING IS THAT SHE MAY TELL COURNTEY AND ARAS TO VOTE
MELINDA TOO, SO WE HAVE HAVE TO TELL ARAS ANS COUNTRY ONE OF THOSE " IVE BEEN
HEARINGS ITS MISTY, AND SHES SCRAMBLING " TYPE OF DEALS.
Melinda – CONFESSIONAL - I think Danielle and probably all of my allies see me as one of the
weaker links, and I think that's why they alligned with me. I'm really doing my best to play up the
sheep role... the old lady who gets carried to the end because everyone knows that the jury
never votes for the weak sheep. Or, they might think they can just dispose of me at the final 5,
4, or 3 easily. So in terms of lasting a while it is a great benefit for me to suck at the challenges.
But if I'm going to win this game, I'm really going to have to be good in the strategic aspect of the
game.
Shane - SHANE THINKS THAT AT MERGE, THIS TRIBE NEEDS GET BOBB Y BACK ON OUR SIDE, I THINK
HE WILL, CAUSE WE DID MAKE THAT PACK THAT WE WILL REUNITE AT MERGE IF THEIR IS A TWIST.
ANYWHO WE HAVE NO IDEA WHAT THE NUMBERS WILBE LIKE, SO IT WOULD BE A GOOD THING.
Melinda - Yes I definitely agree. I won't be around much in the next few days, so sorry if I am a bit
hard to get in contact with. But continue to rock things!
Danielle - I think he will too. He totally thinks Misty was pulling the strings, which works out great.
We're blameless, we were just doing what she said. Once we merge, that has to be our story to
Bobby. And Misty won't be around to defend herself so I think he'll buy it.
Shane - SHANE LOVES HOW U THINK!
Danielle - Throwing Misty under the bus will account for everything that happened with Bobby last
night. I'm really stringing Misty along right now, playing the dumb clueless OMGBFF
IwannaburfriendMisty! tribe member. This way, I can get her to trust me. If I can get her to trust
me, she'll tell me who to vote for. And if she does that, you guys can know in advance.

Shane - LOL, GOOD. I AM PLAYING THE ROLE OF, "LEFT OUT" I WENT TO HER WORRIED THAT I
THINK IM NEXT AND WHAT SHE HAS HEARD. SHE HASN'T HEARD ANYTHIG. BTW, SHANE IS SOOO
SICK OF HER SNIFFING AND SNOOOPING AROUND. GOOD THING SHES GONE NEXT BEFORE SHE
ENDS UP FINDING OUT THE ALLIANCE. IM SURE WE CAN GET COURTNEY AND ARAS TO VOTE HER
TOO WHEN WE COULD TELL THEM "I HEARD THAT OTHER PEOPLE ARE VOTING MISTY" SORT OF
DEAL. SHANE LOVES BEING ALLIED WITH YOU, WE THINK ALIKE, AND YOU AN AWSOME PLAYER.
NOT TO SOUND AROGANT, BUT I HONESTALY THINK WE CAN MAKE IT TO THE END, THINGS CAN
CHANGE, BUT FOR NOW, ITS NOT SO FAR FETCHED.
Danielle - You're right. The only obstacle I really see is the merge. If we go in with the numbers
and get Bobby, then we can make it to the end together really easily.
Shane - YEAH , WHEN WE VOTE OUT MISTY, WE WILL TELL BOBBY WE VOTED HER OUT CAUSE SHE
CAUSED HIS VOTE OUT. HE WILL SEE THE LIGHT THEN.
Danielle - hat's a fucking awesome plan. I would throw a challenge just for that, but we probably
won't need to. Maybe the next IC is going to be a spelling bee. We all know who would win that...

ARAWAK, DAY 4
Jamie - Hey, what's up dude!
Judd - It doesn't look like too much has transpired since last night. Brandon brought up Rafe's name
to me, but it looks like that's about all he's done to save himself, so he's a goner, for sure.
Everyone else has been pretty calm, because I think we all know what has to be done tonight.
The only person I haven't really firmed up the vote with is Brianna, but she told me Brandon last
night and I think she mentioned that she would be gone today. Do you have any info on that
chick, by the way? I have to assume she's doing something now that Cindy's gone, and I don't want
you and me to be on the outs of it. Gotta stay in the know. By the way, I've got a thing for a
couple hours before TC, so I might be a few minutes late. I should get there on time, but I'm
casting a pre-vote just in case.
Jamie - Well, I was gonna tell you the same thing about Brandon approaching me to get rid of
Rafe. We know how that will work out. Brianna? Nothing. Nada. Zilch. She told me she would be
voting for Brandon but she didn't seem to be in danger at all. BobDawg is giving out lots of info
BTW.
Jamie decides to stir the pot a bit.
Brandon – CONFESSIONAL - I indeed plan to propose an alliance with Gary and Jamie. I would
need to bring in two other tribe members in order to have a majority alliance. I'm contemplating
who else I would like to form an alliance with, knowing I would need at least one, preferably
two, other alliance members. This is indeed a social game. As a newcomer, I may be at a
disadvantage, as others may have take part in other games. I am a friendly person, and I realize
that I need to initiate conversations instead of joining in conversations. I also need to learn more
about the people I'm playing with. This will help not only with the social game but with
determining who else I want to be in an alliance with.
Jamie - Hey, Rafe. Just wanted to give you an update. Brandon apparently approached Judd to
vote for you tonight. Just wanted to let you know buddy because we haven't talked lately!
Rafe - Yeah, Judd let me know too. Can't really blame Brandon for trying, he probably knows
there's a chance he'll be going tonight. Thanks for keeping me posted, though. I hope someone

lets me know ahead of time when I do get voted out though, so I can be a big drama queen at TC,
lol!
Jamie - HAHA! Hopefully that won't be happening for awhile at least though. Any info on Brianna?
Has she talked to you at all. I am trying to figure out where she stands in all this.
Rafe - She seems to have no interest in talking to me at all. I've tried to talk to her a little,
but...nothing. I think she and Morgan and Cindy may have had something, but then when Morgan
got mad about the TC comment, that got messed up. I assume Bri is talking to someone, but it
ain't me.
Jamie - I also thought the girls had something going on as well. Yes, I agree, Brianna is very quiet
and closed. I thought she was just like that w/ me, but she is like that w/ everyone.
Rafe - It's good to know that she's like that with everyone, I couldn't think of any reason why she
wouldn't want to talk to me, but who knows?
Jamie - Yeah, she's a lone wolf I guess. We just have to win these IC's now..no other choice.
Rafe – CONFESSIONAL - It seems that Judd is trying to make alliances with pretty much
everybody, Bobby says that Judd told him I was leaving tonight, but who knows what's up with
that, he may just want us to get rid of Judd because he's good at the challenges. Jamie says that
he thinks Judd, Gary, and Morgan have something going on, which wouldn't surprise me at all.
Brianna is finally talking to me, so that's good. She told me that Cindy had approached her about
an alliance with the two of them and Jamie, which Jamie didn't tell me even though he said he's
telling me everything, but if that's it it's not a huge deal. Hmmmm....I'm sure there's more, but I
can't think of it all right now.
out, lol.

At least it's more interesting than just having Margaret to vote

Jamie - Hey Gary. We definitely need to talk more, but do you have any opinion on tonight's vote? I
am not voting for you BTW.
Gary - I'm not voting for you either. I'm good with whatever the group wants. Have you heard
anything solid?
Jamie - Well, I have been hearing Brandon.
Gary - Brandon it is then marvelous! I do feel a bit bad for him though
Gary and Morgan find time to trash talk Caquetios.
Gary - what losers! I think it's funny that they talk about us all the time, and think I'm a threat. I
mean seriously! after your "fight" with Shane I can see them not liking you but me? I've only been
to one challenge
fools, now we must destroy them btw we still voting Brandon?
Morgan - bahaha. I have nothing against Shane hes just an asswipe and Id love to kill him haha.
other than that whatever. Uhm yeah i am voting Brandon, unless your not? haha I hope you are :]
whats new?
Gary - ha ha, you're great Just chillin' whats new with you? I'll vote Brandon then
Morgan - sounds good yo! I got some things to do for a bit I'll chat with ya laters. you rock my
knickers haha
Brandon makes a last minute plea to get Rafe out and Judd has bad news for Brandon.
Brandon – CONFESSIONAL - I feel Rafe was the weakest in the last challenge because while I was
in the process of posting the puzzle pieces to the forum we set up to solve the puzzle, Gary and
Judd already had posted working puzzles. Rafe had not posted a working puzzle. Granted, I was

handicapped by a lost WiFi connection and having to use a dial-up connection as a back-up. I was
working as fast as I could to try to work on the puzzle, yet by the time the challenge was over, I
never saw Rafe's prototype of the puzzle. I should have seen three puzzles by the time I got my
last piece posted by the three others who took part in the challenge with me. I don't know what
Rafe was up to, but it is time to take him out.
Brandon - Hi, Judd. I talked to Jamie, Bob Dawg, and Gary. They are interested in voting out Rafe
as well.
Judd - Bobby doesn't get a vote, either.
I'll be honest with you, man. It looks like you've got
Morgan, Brianna, and Rafe as sure votes against you. Maybe we could barely come out on top, but
nothing Jamie's told me has been consistent with what you just claimed. So I have trouble
believing he's actually with you, unfortunately. And if the votes are there to send you home, then
I'm afraid I'll have to go with the majority, or else I'd be risking my own neck way too much.
Sorry, Brandon.
Brandon - I was afraid of that. I didn't hear from Morgan or Brianna when I PM'ed them. I had a
feeling that I may be outplayed. I gave it a shot. This is my first online game, so I'm learning as I
go along. If you have to vote with the tribe, go ahead and vote with the tribe. I don't want you to
join me in Loser Lodge. Judd, thanks for your help and for keeping an eye on a newcomer.
Outside the game, I wish you well and I hope we have a chance to stay in touch.
Judd – CONFESSIONAL - Brandon screwed up big time, and he's going home because of it. If he
had gone with me and had something to offer, I might have tried to save him, but now he's just a
challenge detriment that has given me nothing back when I've tried to talk to him and has no
potential for anyone in this game.

TRIBAL COUNCIL, NIGHT 4
Jeff Probst - Welcome everyone, tonight the only players who won't be allowed to vote are Jamie
and Bob Dawg, but that certainly doesn't prevent them from sharing their opinions with us
tonight. Come in and get comfortable everyone, we'll be here for an hour.
Morgan - Morgi Orgi here
Bob Dawg - Hey Jeff, I've just taken up smoking cigars, thanks for the torch
Jeff Probst - Let's get to the root of it, shall we? Why are you guys loosing so much?
Bob Dawg - Because they don't have me competing
Rafe - Well Jeff, I think the reason we are losing so much is because they're faster than us. We got
killed in the first challenge, but we were really close last night, so I don't think it's a foregone
conclusion that they will continue to beat us.
Judd - Different reasons, Jeff. The first challenge, straight-up, they got us. They had more people
there and they had faster answers. But we're slowly eliminating our weak links and strengthening
ourselves as a tribe, so don't expect that to happen again. Last night, we nearly had it, and we
were so close but missed out by seconds. Had anyone done their part slightly faster, we would
have had the win. I don't feel defeated at all. We've lost two challenges; tribes have rebounded
from much worse. We're only getting stronger and we're only doing better in these things.
Morgan - We can win, there's no reason to us losing, it's just the way we falter, we were so close,
last challenge, but It just wasn't enough.
Jeff Probst - When I see the two tribes, I notice a huge difference. For one thing, they are always
on. I mean, you guys show up for challenges and tribal council and appear united, which is great,

that's what you’re supposed to do. But there isn't an overwhelming sense of unity in every day
tribal life. It's as if you all disappear after a challenge and don't show up again until the next one.
Bobby, have you noticed this big difference? Judd, do you think there's a way to improve upon
this unity?
Bob Dawg - 5 winners have come from minority tribes, jeff, but yeah, Arawak isn't as together as
my old tribe Jeff
Rafe - As far as the not being on as much, I know that at least a few, maybe more of the people on
our tribe are in school and have school work to do, so they just can't be on all the time. I don't
think that means they don't care or don't want to win, it just means they have some things that
may be a wee bit important.
Judd - I think we're a unified tribe, I just don't think we're as hardcore as those guys appear to be.
You don't have to be posting happy-go-lucky BS ever two minutes to be unified, and you don't
even have to have a million threads talking about the unity of the tribe. What we have is just a
genuine friendship, I think, and that's expressed more through messaging than it is in forum
posting. We all get along, there's no real dissension, and we're really a tight group. It's just that a
lot of our people are a bit more reserved and a bit less vocal, so they give the appearance of
being less focused, even when that's not the case. I think in challenges, we're doing what we can
to come together, and really, it's working out pretty well. We almost had that last one, and I
expect us to win this next one. The deeper we go, the closer together we grow (hey, a corny,
sappy rhyme!).
Jeff Probst - Bobby, you didn't have to show up today since you can't vote, what motivated you to
be here? You were rejected by your tribe, do you feel any loyalty to Arawak?
Bob Dawg - These are my comrades, and I don't mean that in a political sense like some dumbass
Bolshie, but I wanted to see tribal dynamics play out, its as simple as that
Rudy - At this point in the game, who’s contributing the most to the tribe?
Morgan - Contribution is huge in the tribe. I think we all contribute something special in unique
ways. It still too hard to predict who contributes more as others as we are at the second round.
But I can say people like Brandon still after being caught out last tribal for not contributing the
social factor of this game, theres still no effort. I got a PM from him telling me who I should vote
for. Nothing like "Hey Morgan, how are ya?" general conversations is what intrigues me, and I
think if you contribute in that way, you'll last longer. Simple as that.
Rudy - Since I asked that question, I thought it'd be fair to ask this one to you Rafe: At this point in
the game, who’s contributing the least to the tribe?
Rafe - Thanks Rudy. I appreciate you asking me this question.
I guess I'll go with Brandon, just
because he doesn't seem to be around a whole lot, and he's not terribly social. I don't dislike the
guy or anything, I just don't know him.
Rudy - Judd: Have you been disappointed in the performance of any tribemates in challenges thus
far? How do you guys go about choosing competitors to go against the obviously strong members
of Caquetios?
Judd - So far, I think everyone's done a damn good job of pulling their weight in challenges,
especially Gary with his showing last night. I'll admit that Brandon cost us time by stumbling on
posting the pieces, but it was a minor error, and I can't blame the guy after he's never played
before. Ultimately, we're just trying to feel out our strengths and give the challenges the old
college try and see what happens. I think we're beginning to really see who's good where and
that'll help us when we decide who's going to be competing in the future. We want the strongest
team possible, so we'll be sure to look at who has what to offer in what situations.
Jeff Probst - Bobby, you can't go anywhere, does that make it easier to speak your mind, or do you
still have to bite your tongue around the new tribemates?

Bob Dawg - I think Cindy might create dissention, as she seemed to have a big mouth, so she'll fight
with Shane. Who knows, Casaya was nuts but they still won, my magic 8 ball has a cloudy
forecast on this one. You know I'm always open Jeff, but being perpetually immune gives me time
to set up a stratagy and it allows me to take risks I otherwise might not have taken if I wasn't
immune. Immunity can be used in many ways
Jeff Probst - This tribe seems fun and seems like they have fun together, if only they would show
up around camp more and turn some of that attitude into challenge dominance. I have faith in
you for the next challenge
guys are.

Okay, I have the votes and am ready to read them as soon as you

I'll read the votes:

http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/aruba/tc2.html

SPOILER ALERT! – FINAL WORDS ON THE NEXT PAGE.

Brandon’s Final Words:
I had a feeling I would be voted out tonight. My attempt to convince the tribe to vote out Rafe
failed. I was outwitted, outplayed, and outlasted.
I had a good time playing the game with the remaining members of Arawak. I wish them no ill
will. I want Arawak to go on a challenge winning streak from here on out. I don't want to see
them in Loser Lodge any time soon.
This is a social game, and I realized that too late to do anything about it. I do want to thank the
members of the tribe who made me feel welcome and who offered their assistance to a naive
newcomer.
Good luck, guys. I hope you go all the way.

